Two objectives characterize this first of three reports on QM. First, I show that modernist principles are rarely practiced today as an end in itself in human geography, and that QM narratives are hardly analogies of physical theories. Few quantitative human geographers today fully subscribe to the revered modernist principles of certainty and predictability that commonly characterize nomothetic research using the scientific method. As many of us have learned from our colleagues in financial economics, a field thought to be most suitable for quantitative modeling (Casson, 1997) , the industry of prediction earns only average returns. Instead, I show that production of quantitative methods by geographers, particularly in the area of spatial statistics and econometrics, is increasingly shaped by concerns of methodological legislation, where jurors are encouraged to discriminate between wheat and chaff when confronted with evidence that encompasses spatial uncertainty and diversity. Indeed, it is a misnomer to treat the QM literature as a collection of unequivocal modernist narratives. Through their emphasis on geographic evidence, spatial econometrics and statistics are engaged in persuasions that help overcome credibility among practitioners, and that define the parameters of relevancy of socioeconomic reality. Meeting the demands of credibility and relevance, however, increases a commitment to data, as well as interpretation of data within the cognitive framework of the theoretical sphere. A corollary of this is that spatial statistics and econometrics have evolved around notions of 'correct' practices; hence the focus is on methodological legislation and statistical governance in data analysis, rather than a fixation on the discovery of laws and universal stability.
Second, the qualitative turn in human geography has focused geographers' attention on the social construction of meanings and thereby ontological levels of knowledge. In moving away to more constructionist ontological positions, the qualitative turn assumes that mathematical and statistical language tends to be 'repressive' because of its tendency towards homogenization and standardization rather than diversity and particularity (Doel, 2001) . Despite this charge, the last section of this paper will show that, in international production of geographic knowledge, the relative universality and communicability of mathematical and statistical language continue to perform a useful if not important role in geography. Rather than dismiss the ontological irrelevance of enumeration, the language of QM facilitates transnational communication and potentially contributes towards bridging core-periphery patterns in the production of geographic narratives (see Olds and Poon, 2002; Yeung and Lin, 2003) .
In the next section, I summarize some recent works on spatial econometrics and statistics that offer a wealth of tools to economic geographic research as the latter has seen an explosion of stories on agglomeration economies, spillovers and business clusters. 1 By reviewing the rules and stratagems that reflect the dimensions of inductive reasoning, this section shows that spatial econometrics and statistics potentially pave the way for increased interdisciplinary and international academic dialogues.
II Spatial dependence, spillovers and clusters
Spatial concepts such as spillovers, agglomeration economies, clusters and hot spots have become popular in disciplines like Economics, Business, Sociology and Epidemiology. In Economics, attention on increasing returns, human capital and endogenous growth has provided the impetus for the emergence of the new economic geography (Krugman, 1998; Fingleton, 2001) . However, much of the writings by new economic geographers have remained at the theoretical rather than the empirical level (Martin and Sunley, 1998) . More recently, Sunley and Martin (2002) have criticized these concepts as chaotic and fuzzy. They conclude that problems of defining clusters (of firms) arise because it is unclear just how one should go about identifying them. Their critique, while insightful about the 'conceptual elasticity' (p. 9) of clusters, nevertheless misses much of the developments in spatial econometrics and statistics in geography in the past 10-15 years (see below). In addition, there is a substantial body of work on cluster identification using spatial statistics that is found outside geography, for example, in epidemiology (e.g., Waller, 2000; Perez et al., 2002) .
Spatial dependence
Central to agglomeration economies, spillovers or Porter's clusters (Porter, 1996) is the notion that economic activities are denser or more potentially productive when firms or economic agents are proximate to one another. Co-location and neighborhood effects have long been examined by quantitative geographers under the aegis of spatial autocorrelation in spatial statistics and econometrics (e.g., Moran's I). More recently, interdisciplinary research on cluster detection, which will be elaborated upon further in the next section, should provide important spatial tools for geographers interested in identifying economic clusters or spillover effects (see Sweeney and Feser, 2003) . Given Fotheringham's (1997) recent review in this journal on spatial autocorrelation, this section will focus on spatial dependence instead, which includes cross-correlation, not just autocorrelation, problems. The distinction between auto-and cross-correlation may be illustrated using the example of regional production. With spatial autocorrelation, there is a coincidence of similar values of a variable, for example, regional production among nearby regions. Under cross-correlation, however, production in region i is also dependent or influenced by factors of production (labor, capital) in region j.
The term 'spatial dependence' therefore captures broader geographical concerns and may be used to examine spatial phenomena associated with clustering, externalities, spillovers, spatial interaction, distance and hierarchy (Anselin and Florax, 1999) . Spatial dependence may occur because of two reasons. First, measurement errors may arise from data collection associated with spatial units such as zip codes, counties, states or census tracts. Such boundaries are often imposed for administrative purposes and may not reflect the underlying spatial processes. Second and germane to the notion of spillovers or clusters is that spatial dependence indicates that co-location, spatial structure or distance determines or influences the nature of human or economic activities. Modeling spatial dependence involves a systematic process of identifying spatial effects or structure, specifying and testing for spatial dependence, and, making necessary corrections and estimations that facilitate interpretations of underlying relationships. Where spatial dependence does not exist, estimations of regressions may proceed under the classic linear regression framework.
The importance of diagnosing, testing and correcting for spatial dependence in regressions that involve spatial data cannot be underestimated. Failure to do so could lead to errors in estimation and thereby suspect conclusions. Two major concepts are involved in spatial dependence testing, namely spatial lags and spatial errors. Unlike the term 'timelags' which have to do with temporal shifts and trends, spatial lag refers to the weighted distribution of variable values in neighboring locations. If spatial lags are omitted, then ordinary least squares (OLS) estimations of regressions are biased and inconsistent. Spatial errors, on the other hand, are concerned with the error term in the regression. In this case, the error term reveals a spatial pattern where values are more similar in areas that are proximate to one another than in areas that are more distant from one another. If a structure of spatial errors may be detected, then OLS is inefficient but unbiased arising from the violation of assumption in error independence. This creates inference problems since statistics associated with significance tests (e.g., t-test, standard errors) are questionable.
A popular spatial lag model is the mixed regressive spatial autoregressive model which involves specifying a spatially lagged dependent variable y for a spatial weights matrix W in the regression. Wy may be interpreted as follows: the value of an observation i that is associated with dependent variable y in a location is potentially influenced by values observed at other neighboring locations j (i ¹ j). If the parameter associated with Wy, that is the spatial autoregressive parameter (r), is significant, this indicates the presence of spatial effects or spatial spillovers in the model. Spatial weights may take the form of join counts, distance decay, nearest neighbor statistics, flow matrices such as trade interactions (Aten, 1997) or even the structure of a social network. Under the spatial lag model, spatial spillovers or externalities are modeled in the explanatory variables. Anselin (2001) further contends that this dependence is indirect rather than direct because the actual processes driving spatial dependence operate through the spatial forms that define the explanatory variables and error. Other spatial lag models include the spatial autoregressive moving average model (Anselin and Florax, 1999 ) and the spatial two-stage least squares if problems of endogeneity may be found (Kelejian and Prucha, 1997) .
The most common spatial error model is the spatial autoregressive model (SAR). In this case, spatial dependence problem has to do with the regression's error term such that e = rWe + u ( r is a spatial autoregressive parameter, u is a standard spherical error term and W is the spatial weights matrix), hence regression solutions involve using maximum likelihood estimations. This is because the effects of spatial autocorrelation in the residuals are similar to those of temporal autocorrelation leading to a violation of OLS properties. Spatial errors arise because the model may be misspecified, for example, the omission of variables, or, they suggest the presence of a non-linear relationship between the dependent and one or more of the independent variables in the equation. Diagnosis of spatial residual autocorrelation normally involves the use of a Lagrange Multiplier (LM) test (Anselin et al., 1996) , though the Moran or Geary's coefficient is also commonly suggested. Other diagnostic tests have also been developed, such as the Kelejian-Robinson test (1992) and the localized autocorrelation diagnostic statistic (Nass and Garfinkle, 1992) . Estimations of SAR models rely on maximum likelihood procedures, or more recently the feasible generalized two stage least squares if a spatially lagged dependent variable may also be found (Das et al., 2003) .
Cluster detection
The previous section indicates that advances in spatial econometrics have provided important tools for modeling spillovers and externalities associated with popular economic theories like agglomeration economies. In contrast, cluster detection is largely associated with developments in spatial statistics rather than spatial econometrics. 2 Fotheringham (1997) notes that, while spatial statistics may have focused on measures that privilege global spatial associations in the past, advances in computational power as well as richer geo-referenced data have also seen a shift in emphasis towards more local statistics. This shift is significant in terms of its implication for detecting the location of clusters since global measures of autocorrelation may fail to identify local 'hot spots' (O' Loughlin and Anselin, 1994) . In other words, spatial statistics has moved programmatically along interrelations between macroscopic and microscopic space. Hence local indicators of spatial association or LISA (Anselin, 1995) , for instance, permit the decomposition of global statistics into their local constituents. The significance of such decomposition is that it is consistent with the more realist positions adopted by segments of qualitative geography that global-local dialectics are multiscalar and multirepresentational. Hence geographic differences should be understood against a metric of scales.
Furthermore, a frequent suspicion of quantitative methods has been to link spatial statistics to a world-view that embraces totalizing and foundationalist assumptions where spatial systems are stable and where all geographic phenomena may be unproblematically represented. Geographic production of spatial statistics, however, seriously engages in the investigation of outlier problems or 'spatial noise'. Outliers suggest the presence of idiographic processes at work, and provide a hint at the need to incorporate local contexts. Indeed the re-emphasis on local clusters within global autocorrelation indicates a cautious approach to the modernist position since the universal or global cannot be regarded as an ontological approximation of multiple particular or microscopic spaces. On the contrary, local clusters are not simply individual disaggregates of the global, but their uneven distensions challenge the notion of stable spatial systems and unproblematic representations. Not surprisingly, finding clusters of variable shapes and sizes in the face of global autocorrelation involves procedures of searching that complement a program of statistical inference. In cluster detection, this has resulted in multiple testing. In multiple testing, composite alternative hypotheses are advanced which allows the investigator to uncover which part of the analysis causes a rejection of the null hypothesis that favors the support of cluster existence. Ord and Getis (2001) recently outlined a new measure (O i ) to identify local clusters in the presence of global autocorrelation through multiple tests.
Other cluster detection techniques have also been developed by geographers. These techniques may be retrospective or prospective in nature. In retrospective analysis, clusters are detected based on past observations whereas prospective surveillance techniques involve the combination of both prior data as well as new data. In retrospective methods, Rogerson (1999) developed a spatial version of the chi-square goodness-of-fit test (R) that detects clusters based on deviation patterns between observed and expected values. The R statistic also has a local form such that R = å Ri Surveillance techniques include the modified Tango's cumulative sum or cusum (Rogerson, 1997) , the combined nearest neighbor-cusum (Rogerson and Sun, 2001) , and the modified Knox space-time-cusum methods (Rogerson, 2001) .
Finally, cluster techniques developed by non-geographers may also be useful for geographic research. A good example is the Kulldorff spatial scan statistic (Kulldorff, 1997) that involves a moving window across geographic space. The scan statistic operates through calculating a likelihood ratio test statistic over all possible locations based on the Bernoulli and Poisson models. By scanning over all possible locations and finding the cluster that maximizes the likelihood function, this statistic allows the data to determine the shape and sizes of clusters without any need for prior knowledge about the size of the cluster area.
III Internationalization and quantitative methods
Statistical representations have been criticized for encouraging a system of communication that emphasizes the ontological status of numbers (Doel, 2001) . In this section, I show that QM production has seen the emergence of transnational communities of practitioners that are modifying an embedded core-periphery pattern of production of geographic knowledge that has characterized the discipline. I traced the country of origin of authorships in selected geography journals. Authors who have migrated to, and published in, say US-or UK-affiliated universities are counted as US-or the UKbased. The presumption here is that non-native authors based in the US or UK face lower barriers to journal publications as they are embedded in environments that facilitate the production and publication of their research.
I selected three geography journals that are known for their contrastive epistemological and methodological postures: Geographical Analysis (GA), Antipode and Environment and Planning D: Society and Space (E&PD) . GA is selected because it is the journal most predisposed to the publication of QM-based research. This is supported by journal's mission and description which state that 'data analysis, and spatial econometrics and statistics are strongly represented'. Both Antipode and E&PD are chosen because they favor publishing 'radical social theory' or 'critical social theory' as major themes (see the journals' aims). 3 Data on the origins of authorships are compiled from the Social Science Citation Index (SCCI), and for the two periods 1983-92 and 1993-2003. 4 Table 1 confirms that authorships are heavily concentrated in the core areas of North America and England, though an internationalization trend may also be observed among the three journals. However, important differences exist among the three journals. For Antipode, in particular, much of its international expansion has been centered on Europe. This is also the case for E&PD. Both journals also saw significant contributions from predominantly English-speaking or Anglo-Saxon countries such as Australia, Scotland and New Zealand. In contrast, internationalization of geographic narratives in GA has widened beyond core areas in Europe to more peripheral regions like Asia and Uganda in Africa. Authors based in Asia, in particular, appear to be contributing more and more to geographic knowledge. The relatively popular Tango's cusum is developed by a Japanese scholar, for instance. It is also notable that many of the Asian, particularly Japanese, authors are sole authors who rarely co-author with their European or American counterparts. This contrasts with the more general picture where authors from non English-speaking countries tend to co-author with authors from the UK, the USA or Canada as a means of overcoming language barriers in internationally refereed journal publications. 1983-1992 1993-2003 1983-1992 1993-2003 1983-1992 1993-2003 Americas :  Canada  23  24  1  17  23  32  USA  132  124  12  108  66  87  Mexico Denmark  -3  1  -3  3  England  22  26  26  70  76  119  Finland  1  ---1  -France  2  3  -3  5  8  Germany  -2  -2  2  1  Greece  ---4  3  2  Ireland  -1  -1  -2  Italy  1  2  -2  -1  Netherlands  11  11  --3  2  Norway  1  --1 between 1983-93 and 1993-2003 , suggesting that participation from the periphery has not diminished. Clearly, then, narratives associated with quantitative methods play an important role within the international arena because they involve the use of a language that is relatively more universally accessible, thereby enhancing diversity in the discipline.
IV Conclusion
At the beginning of this report, I suggested that recent developments in quantitative methods are much more concerned with relevant and correct practices than establishment of certainty and predictability. Spatial statistics and econometrics today make serious use of methods of probability-based inferences where the notion of determinism is not as rigorously pursued as is widely perceived. Indeed a large portion of statistical writings is devoted to narratives of spatially 'noisy' data, in part because most geographic data are non-experimental unlike the data used by our colleagues in the sciences. As long as there are standard errors in modeling, then imperfect empiricism, not modernism, largely characterizes QM development in human geography (see also McCloskey, 1983; Spencer, 1987) so that statistical evaluation of evidence will rely on persuasion, not prescription. Spatial statistics and econometrics have not only provided a set of tools for geographers to contribute to current academic preoccupation with agglomeration economies, clusters, spillovers, neighborhood effects and hot spots, but they have also entered mainstream dictionaries of language that potentially facilitates interdisciplinary dialogues. Spatial dependency problems in regressions, for instance, are now routinely tested for and explicated in economics and econometrics textbooks (e.g., Baltagi, 2001; Ullah and Giles, 1998) . These tests consistently show that researchers working on spatial or regional data must account for spatial bias or errors, or risk suspect conclusions. Furthermore, this report has also shown that QM production in human geography has become more internationally diverse and that statistical narratives continue to be a major language that facilitates exchanges across the core and the periphery.
